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Introduction
One of the issues that continues to be explored in contemporaryanalytic
philosophy of religion is to what extent (if at all) the claims of Reformed
epistemology can be harmonizedwith evidential requirementsfor rational
or justified belief in God. More generally, what role is there for reasons if
theistic belief can be a properlybasic belief? In the presentpaper I will be
consideringthe prospects for the compatibilityof Reformed epistemology
and evidentialismbased on the epistemology of William Alston. After consideringtwo versions of Reformedepistemology,I will arguethat both versions are compatiblewith Alston's multi-level foundationalismand also that
his foundationalistepistemology entails a form of evidentialism- higherlevel evidentialism.This form of evidentialismimposes an evidentialistrequirementfor the justificationof any higher-levelbelief about the epistemic
statusof a putativebelief that p. The argumentaims to show that imposing
such an evidentialistrequirementon the justificationof higher-leveltheistic
beliefs is compatiblewith the central claims of RE and satisfies an important desideratumin the evidentialisttradition,the notion of reflectiverationality. I conclude that the prospects for the compatibility of Reformed
epistemology and an epistemicallyadequateform of evidentialismare good
indeed.

1. Unpacking the claims of reformed epistemology
Over againstthe so-called evidentialistrequirementfor theistic belief:
[E] Given any person S, S's belief that Pt (where Pt = God exists) is rational only if S's belief thatPt is based on adequatereasons,
the central claim of Reformed epistemology (hereafterRE) is the proper
basicalityof theistic belief:
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[R] There are some people Sp . . . ,Sn, such that (a) Sp . . . ,Sn believe that
Pt, (b) the belief thatPt is rationalfor S,, ... Sn,and (c) the belief that
Pt is not based upon reasons(adequateor otherwise)for Sp ... ,Sn.1
Given the pluriformnatureof rationality,the rationalityof a basic theistic
belief will amountto differentthings dependingon the concept of rationality one is employing. Plantingaand Wolterstorffhave construedrationality
in [R] as deontological in nature, so that having a rational basic theistic
belief will amountto believing in God in such a (basic) way so as to not be
in violation of any intellectualduties or obligations.2Alternatively,there is
a (stronger)sense of rationalitythat requiresthat a belief be formed in such
a way that it is likely to be true, what we might call truth-conduciverationality.We can thinkof this in termsof either a purereliabilitytheory(where
the reliabilityof belief-formationis sufficient) or where there is an imposition of a mere reliabilityconstraint(other factors, internalistor externalist,
would also be required).This latteroption is exemplifiedin WilliamAlston's
concept of epistemic justificationand in Plantinga'swarrantthesis.3There
are doubtless other ways to think of rationality,though for the purposesof
this paperI want to think of rationality(in a strongsense) as at least subject
to a reliability constraint.Having said that, it is clear that the concept of
rationalityI will be working with encompasses Alstonian justificationand
Plantingianwarrant.I will use the neutralword epistemizationto rangeover
this reliabilist-rationality.
[Rl] There are some people Sp . . . ,Sn, such that Sp . . . ,Sn believe that Pt
and Sj's, . . . , Sn'sbelief that Pt is epistemizedby virtue of something
other than some evidential relationthis belief has to some other epistemized belief(s) or knowledge of Sp . . . ,Sn
I do not intendto enter into the issue of what modes of immediatejustification areplausiblefor theisticbelief.4Whereone requiresthe belief to be based
on adequate(cognitively accessible) grounds,it will be plausibleto take the
specific mode to be something like being based on the experientialawareness of God (such as in Alston's theory of the non-sensoryperceptualexperience of God). It could also be construedalong purely reliabilistlines and
requireonly the belief's being producedby some reliablemode of noninferential belief-formation.A thirdpossibility,makinguse of the reliabilistconstraint(thoughwithina purelyexternalistframework),is thatwe are designed
by God in such a way as to naturallyform beliefs about Him in certain
widely realized experientialcircumstances,such as the sight of starrynight
sky, the majesty of the mountains,or the beauty of a tiny flower, and so on
(as Plantinga'swarrantthesis maintains).In all of these cases theistic belief
is justified or warrantedby virtueof nonpropositionalevidence, by virtuean
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evidentialrelationto somethingotherthan some otherjustified or warranted
belief(s) of the subject.
I take it, though, that the claim of Reformed epistemology is actually
strongerthan [Rl]. This can be seen by contrastingit with the notion of
properbasicalityadvocatedrecentlyby AnthonyKenny.Kennyhas proposed
criteria for proper basicality that require there to be evidence for theistic
belief. Unlike the traditionalevidentialistrequirement,his position does not
requirethat the believer possess this evidence, much less base her belief on
it. The evidence simply must be available. 'So a belief may be basic', writes
Kenny, 'in the sense of not being held on the basis of reason, but yet defensible to others by the giving of reasons'.5This actually forms a premise in
Kenny's own argument:'Roughly speaking,a belief can be properlyheld as
basic, withoutevidence, only if it is rationallydefensible. If the existence of
God is to be somethingjustifiably held as basic, it must be defensible by
argument.'6But Kenny's conception of properbasicality is compatiblewith
[R] and [Rl], but it is not compatiblewith what some Reformedepistemologists have had to say about RE's central claim. Plantinga, for instance,
says: 'Barthjoins Calvin and Bavinck in holding that the believer in God is
entirelywithinhis rightsin believingas he does even if he does not knowof any
good theistic argument(deductiveor inductive),even if infact no such argumentexists' (emphasismine).7This theme,which runsthroughoutPlantinga's
work, is also emphasizedby StephenWykstrain his essay 'Towarda sensible evidentialism' (1989), where Wykstratakes the crux of RE to be, not
merely that one's belief in God can be rationalwithout an evidential basis,
but thattheistic belief can be rationaleven withouttherebeing any evidence
availablefor it.8
Calvinians will insist that there does not need to be an evidential case
availablefor theistic belief in orderfor it to be epistemically adequate
What Calvinians really want to say is that belief in God ... is evidence
non-essential:even if no evidential case is available for it, theistic belief
suffersno epistemic defectiveness and should not be seen as being in big
(or little) doxastic trouble.9
Hence, a revised version of [Rl] gives us:
[R2] There are some people Sp . . . , Sn, such that Sp . . . , Sn believe that Pt
and Sj's, . . . , Sn'sbelief that Pt is epistemizedby virtue of something
other than some evidential relationthis belief has to some other epistemized belief(s) or knowledge of Sp . . . , Sn, and even if there exists
no availablepropositionalevidence in supportof Pt.
Thereare,however,some additionalclaims made by Plantingawhich suggest
yet anotherversion of RE. In looking at Calvin, Kuyper,Bavinck, and Barth,
Plantingaconcludes that 'they think the Christianought not to accept belief
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in God on the basis of argument' (emphasis mine).10Bavinck, Plantinga
tells us, emphasizesthat we cannotacquirea knowledge of God on the basis
of argument,since the theistic proofs do not work. Furthermore,Scripture
assumes the existence of God, and so the believer should take belief in God
as a starting-pointin his reasoning.And thirdly,belief in God in analogous
to otherbeliefs we have (e.g., belief in the existence of the self, the external
world, andthe past)for which we typicallydo not have, or need, proof.There
is also a sense in which Plantingasees the Reformedtraditionas represented
in these four thinkersmaintainingthat it is inappropriateto believe in God
on the basis of propositionalevidence, since such evidences cannotproduce
the certaintywhich faith requires.Bavinck, for example, held that 'the socalled proofs are by no means the final groundsof our most certainconviction that God exists'. Plantinga adds that in Calvin's view, 'the Christian
ought not to believe on the basis of argument;if he does, his faith is likely
to be "unstableand wavering",the "subjectof perpetualdoubt".Presumably
this would make faith 'subject to all the wayward whim and fancy of the
latest academicfashion'.11
So, accordingto Plantinga,the Reformedobjectionto naturaltheology is
actuallytwofold: (a) reasonsand argumentsare unnecessaryfor the believer
to have a justifiedbelief in God, and (b) reasonsand argumentsare inappropriate as a basis for theistic belief. (A), of course, follows from a rejection
of the evidentialistrequirementfor theistic belief, but (b) is a substantially
strongerclaim. There is a sense in which (b) is based upon a religious presupposition,which takes the immediacyof belief in (andknowledgeof) God
as a premise. As Dewey Hoitenga sees it,12(b) is a consequencedrawn(by
the Reformed epistemologist) from the Platonic and Augustinianclaim to
the immediacyof knowledge of God, so centralin the traditionof Reformed
theology. Such a premise,though,might lead one to thinkthatbelief in God
mediated throughother beliefs is an offense to God, perhaps inconsistent
with God's omnipresenceand immanence.
There is a sense, though, in which this metaphysical(theological?)basis
for the inappropriatenessof believing in God on the basis of reasons is
closely tied to epistemological claims regardingthe natureof a properand
well-formed noetic structure.In additionto allowing theistic belief a place
in the foundationsof a rationalnoetic structure,Plantingasees Calvinmaking
the furtherclaim that 'a Christianought not believe in God on the basis of
other propositions;a proper and well-formed noetic structurewill in fact
have belief in God among its foundations'.Here the view that the Christian
ought not believe in God on the basis of other rationalbeliefs stems from a
particularview about where theistic belief should fit in a proper noetic
structure,presumablywhere it should be accordingto a theistic design plan.
It should be basic.
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This point, repeatedby Plantingaseveral times in 'Reason and belief in
God', is statedmost lucidly in the following:
As these Reformed thinkers see things, one who takes belief in God as
basic is not therebyviolating any epistemic duties or revealinga defect in
his noetic structure;quite the reverse.The correctorproperway to believe
in God, they thought,was not on the basis of argumentsfrom naturaltheology or anywhereelse; the correct way is to take belief in God as basic
(emphasismine).13
Hence, we get somethinglike:
[R3] Given any person S, if S believes that Pt, then [if S's noetic structure
N is properand well-formed with respect to Pt, then Pt is a properly
basic belief in N].
Although Plantingasuggests this as in fact a position held by the likes of
Calvin, Kuyper,Bavinck,andBarth,Plantingamakesanotherstatement,a little
less extravagant,when he talks about an (instrumental)use of naturaltheology as 'a meansof moving towardwhatCalvinsees as the best way to believe
in God:as basic'. Similarly,in an earlierarticle,Plantingasays thataccording
to the Reformedtradition'the most appropriateway to believe in God is not
to believe on the basis of evidence or argumentfromotherpropositions,butto
take this belief - thatthere is such a person as God - as basic'.14Notice that
in these two references,the properbasicalityof belief in God is the 'best' and
'most appropriate'way to believe in God. This is differentfrom saying that
takingbelief in God as basic is the correctand properway to believe in God,
suggesting that to do otherwise is inappropriate.Similarly,perhapstaking
theistic belief as basic is more consistentwith the types of metaphysicaland
theologicalpoints addressedabove. But what would be the epistemicsignificance of such a noetic structure?NeitherCalvin,Kuyper,nor Bavinckspecify
what relevant epistemic categories are involved in the distinction between
basic andnonbasicbelief in God. Plantinga,though,clearlywantsto hold that
basic theisticbelief is (at least in general)epistemicallysuperiorto inferential
theistic belief, and the key to this position lies in the idea thatthe immediate
source(s)of theisticbelief (generally)confer a greaterdegree of warrantthan
when theisticbelief is based on reasons.This in turnmay be tracedto a belief
that humans have been designed to form theistic belief in a basic way.
Plantinga,then, wants to say somethinglike:
[R4] A noetic structureNj in which theistic belief is properlybasic is epistemically superiorto a noetic structureN2 in which theistic belief is
nonbasic.15
I want to distinguish,then, between two versions of RE. I will call Soft RE
the position statedin [R2] and Hard RE the conjunctionof [R2] and [R3] or
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[R4]. Is either Soft or HardRE compatiblewith evidentialism?One way to
show that one of these is compatiblewith evidentialismwould be to find a
theory that is compatiblewith one of the two and which also entails something in the neighbourhoodof an evidentialistrequirement.To this I now turn.
2. Alstonian multi-level foundationalism
According to William Alston a belief that p is justified if and only if it is
based upon an (externally) adequate(internallyaccessible) ground, where
(a) the groundconsists of experiencesor otherbeliefs (or knowledge) of the
subject, and (b) 'adequacy' is understoodin terms of truth-conducivitygiven the ground,the belief that p is very likely to be true.16Moreover,the
structureof justifiedbelief is foundationalistin character:
[Fl] Ourjustified beliefs form a structure,in that some beliefs (the foundations) are justified by somethingother than their relationto otherjustified beliefs; beliefs that are justified by their relationto otherbeliefs
all dependfor theirjustificationon the foundations.
Accordingly,thereis a distinctionbetween immediately(or directly)justified
beliefs (where what does the justifying does not include other beliefs) and
mediately (or indirectly)justified beliefs (where what does the justifying
includes otherbeliefs). Althoughthe lattermay dependfor theirjustification
on beliefs whicharethemselvesmediatelyjustified(andso on with the gounds
of these beliefs), any given mediatelyjustified belief will dependultimately
on a set of beliefs which are immediatelyjustified. And the line of descent
for any mediatelyjustifiedbelief will not be a single line of descent, but will
generally depend on several beliefs, each of which in turn is based upon
several beliefs, until the foundationsare ultimatelyreached.
Hence,
[F2] Every mediatelyjustified belief standsat the origin of a (more or less)
multiply branchingtree structureat the tip of each branchof which is
an immediatelyjustifiedbelief.17
One of the main reasonswhy philosophershave adoptedsome form of foundationalismis that it appearsimpossible to be mediatelyjustified in a belief
that p without the kind of structurearticulatedby the conjunctionof [Fl]
and [F2]. More specifically,it seems that if S is to be mediatelyjustified in
any belief thatp, the over all structureof justifiedbelief must be such that S
is immediatelyjustified in some belief b as the terminusof any branchof
justified beliefs which has issued from an original belief that p which is
mediatelyjustified.There are, the foundationalistargues,only four possibil-
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ities for any given branch of justified beliefs (issuing from a mediately
justifiedbelief): (a) it terminatesin an immediatelyjustifiedbelief, (b) it terminates in an unjustifiedbelief, (c) the belief that p occurs again at some
point on the branchpast the origin (and the branchforms a loop), or (d) the
branchcontinues infinitely and has no terminus.The foundationalistargues
that only if a branchassumes the form given in (a) will a necessary condition for being mediately justified in some belief that p be satisfied. The
alternativesgeneratesuch difficultiesas the infiniteregressand circularity.18
Foundationalism,of course, has been chargedwith ending up in arbitrary
dogmatism since it rests the structureof justified belief upon immediately
justified foundations,and it is inferredfrom this that since such beliefs are
immediatelyjustified there can be no reasons in supportof the foundations.
As Alston puts it in 'Two types of foundationalism':
It appearsthat the foundationalistis committedto adoptingbeliefs in the
absence of any reasons for regardingthem as acceptable.And this would
appearto be the sheerest dogmatism.It is the aversion to dogmatism,to
the apparentarbitrarinessof putative foundations,that leads many philosophers to embrace some form of coherence or contextualisttheory, in
which no belief is deemed acceptableunless backedby soundreasons.19
Alston has devoted several papersto articulatingand defendinga version of
modest foundationalismwhich, among other things, answers this objection
Alston'sversionof foundationalism
to foundationalism.20
distinguishesbetween
various epistemic levels built up by the introductionand iterationof pistic
and epistemic operators,therebycreatingmultiple levels of belief, justification, and knowledge.
(i)
p

S believes thatp.
S believes that S believes thatp.
(2)
P
S is justified in believing thatp.
S is justified in believing that S is justified in believing thatp.
(3)
P
S knowsthatp.
S knowsthat S knowsthatp.

Given any belief that p, we may distinguishbetween the belief that p and
varioushigher-leveldoxastic correlatesof p, the candidatesfor which would
include S's belief that: (a) p is a rational belief, (b) p is justified (immediately or mediately),(c) p was formed in a reliable manner,or (d) p is based
upon adequate grounds. Call such higher-level correlates:beliefs that P*.
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Among other things, this allows us to distinguish between a belief that p
and a higher-level belief about the epistemic status of p. Let us call higherlevel 'epistemic' correlates:beliefs that P.*, where P.*= [p is justified]. By
adding the subscriptsT and 4m' in parenthesiswe can specify the mode of
justification.Hence, the belief that P.(i)*will be the belief that [p is immedi*
ately justified],and the belief thatP. will be the belief that [p is mediately
justified].
One of the importantconsequences of this for foundationalismis that it
makes possible (at least in principle) the assessment any belief, even an
immediatelyjustified belief, in terms of reasons, for even where a belief
thatp is immediatelyjustified, it is possible (in principle)to find reasonsfor
the higher-levelbelief that P(i)*.So, for example, where S's belief that [It is
raining outside] is immediatelyjustified, we may say thatthereexists a correlative higher-level proposition [<It is raining outside> is immediately
justified], Alston argues that, even if a putativebelief that p is immediately
justified, this does not preclude seeking reasons for p's correlativehigherlevel proposition [p is immediatelyjustified]. Since every nonepistemic
belief that p may be thoughtof as having a correlativeepistemic belief that
P.*,even if one is restrictedto immediatejustificationon the lower level for
*
p, one may adduce reasons at the higher level for the belief that P.(i So,
though S may be immediatelyjustifiedin believing that [it is rainingoutside],
S may have reasons for regardingthe belief that [it is raining outside] as
immediately justified. In other terms, S may have a mediately justified
belief that [S's belief that < it is rainingoutside > is immediatelyjustified].
Hence, though the belief that p will be immediatelyjustified, the belief that
*
P.(i will be mediatelyjustified.
Recalling Alston's concept of justification (a belief that p is justified if
and only if it is based on an adequateground),what the justificationof any
belief dependsupon is the existence of a valid epistemicprinciplethatapplies
to the belief. S need not (justifiably)believe or know anythingaboutthejustificatoryconditionsthatobtain (thoughthe ground- not its efficacy - will be
cognitively accessible). To be justified in some belief that p requires(a) the
existence of a valid epistemic principleand (b) p's satisfying the conditions
the principle lays down. But it is precisely the subject's coming to have
(justified)beliefs the content of which is given in (a) and (b) that will come
to bear on the higher level. For (a) and (b) are the types of reasons we will
have for regardingsome belief that p as justified. Call these meta-reasons,
as they are reasons for regardingsome belief as justified. So whereas an
immediatelyjustified belief thatp requiresthe existence of a valid epistemic
principle that relates to the belief in question, a mediately justified belief
thatP.(i)*will be based upon the (justified)beliefs thatthe epistemicprinciple
for p is valid and thatp may be subsumedunderthe principle.
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Hence, we may add the following principles as constituentsof Alston's
foundationalism.
Theprinciple of epistemiclevels:
[F3] Given any propositionp, thereis a correlatedhigher-levelpropositionP*,
whereP*may be builtup by the iterationof pisticor epistemicoperators.
For every putative immediatelyjustified belief that p, there is a higherlevel evidential option:
[F4] Given any person S, if S's belief thatp is immediatelyjustified, then
S's belief that [p is immediatelyjustified]can be mediatelyjustified.
But the position envisaged here is strongerthan this. According to Alston,
the justificationof any higher-level belief would actually require mediate
justification.This gives rise to what I will call the higher-level evidentialist requirement. Any belief that [p is justified] is, if justified, mediately
justified. This is not to say that one can't be immediatelyjustified in the
lower-level belief that p without being mediatelyjustified in a higher-level
belief (a clear case of level confusion), it is only to say that //"oneis justified
in any higher-levelbelief that [p is justified] then that belief must be based
upon adequatereasons. Alston's position here rests on certain arguments
against the plausibility of immediately justified epistemic beliefs. If we
examine two main models of immediatejustification,that of direct experiential awareness and self-evidence, neither seems plausible to uphold the
immediatejustificationof attributionsof justificationto one's beliefs. We do
not seem to ever be presentedwith epistemic facts or statuses,nor is it ever
self-evidentthat we arejustified in some belief that p, even if we often take
it without question that we are so justified. To put it anotherway, a belief
that p is justified in virtue of their being a valid epistemic principle which
lays down the conditions of justificationfor the belief in question, call it b.
A belief about the justification of b is an epistemic evaluation of b and
involves the application of certain standards.So, although one may be
immediatelyjustified in some belief that p, if one is to be justified in the
higher-levelbelief that [p is immediatelyjustified],then one mustjustifiably
believe that the principle relating to p's justification is valid and that p
fulfils the conditions of p's epistemic principle.21What arises at the higher
level is the validity of certainepistemic principlesand mattersof fact as to
whetherthe original belief can be validly subsumed under the appropriate
principleof justification.It seems dubiousthatwe areeverjust presentedwith
such matters,much less that they are self-evident.22Hence, the justification
of higher-level beliefs will be mediated by other beliefs of the epistemic
subject,from which follows an evidentialistrequirementfor the justification
of all beliefs aboutthe epistemic statusof beliefs thatp.23
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In 'Two types of foundationalism',Alston summarizesthe notion of epistemic level distinctionsin the following terms:
Though the simple foundationalistrequires some immediatelyjustified
beliefs in orderto terminatethe regressof justification,his positionpermits
him to recognize that all epistemic beliefs requiremediate justification.
Therefore, for any belief that one is immediatelyjustified in believing,
one may find adequatereasonsfor acceptingthe propositionthatone is so
justified. The curse (of dogmatism)is taken off immediatejustificationat
the lower level, just by virtue of the fact that propositionsat the higher
level are acceptableonly on the basis of reasons.A foundationalbelief, b,
is immediatelyjustifiedjust because some valid epistemic principlelays
down conditions for its being justified which do not include the believer
having certainotherjustified beliefs. But the believer will be justified in
believing that he is immediately justified in holding b only if he has
reasons for regardingthatprincipleas valid and for regardingb as falling
underthat principle.And if he does have such reasons, he certainlycannot be accused of arbitrarinessor dogmatismin acceptingb. The absence
of reasons for b is 'compensated' for by the reasons for the correlated
higher level belief.24
Let us, therefore,lay down the principle of the higher-level evidentialist
requirement:
*
[F5] Given any person S, S is justified in believing that P (if and) only if
*
S's belief thatP is based upon adequatereasons.
3. Higher-level theistic evidentialism
What I want to now suggest is that the conjunctionof [F1]-[F5] is compatible with both Soft and HardRE, and that conjunct [F5] entails an epistemically adequateform of evidentialism.
The claims of RE are most often made within a foundationalistframework
of justified belief, though a foundationalistframeworkof a non-classical
kind which allows a broaderrangeof basic beliefs (therebyallowing theistic
belief a place in the foundations).I take it, then, that [R2]-[R4] are compatible with the foundationalismarticulateby [Fl] and [F2]. Moreover,I will
take it as without controversythat [R2]-[R4] are compatiblewith the commitment to the existence of correlatedhigher-level beliefs established in
[F3]. Hence, we may distinguishbetween the belief thatPt and such higherlevel correlatesas S's belief that Pt is justified, is reliably formed, etc. But
the distinction between epistemic levels entails that there are actually two
distinct levels on which reasonsmay be introduced.[F4] laid out an evidentialist option to adducereasonsfor the correlatedhigher-levelepistemicbelief
that Pj*,whereas [F5] gave us a strongerclaim to an evidentialist require-
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meritimposed on such higher-levelbeliefs. Thereis a lower-level evidentialism which requiresa mediatejustificationof nonepistemicbeliefs, the theistic evidentialistcorrelateof which is:
[E] Given any person S, S's belief thatPt is justified only if S's belief that
Pt is based upon adequatereasons,
and thereis a higher-level evidentialism [F5] which involves the imposition
of an evidentialistrequirementon the correlativeepistemicbeliefs of nonepistemic beliefs, which for theistic belief entails:
[E*] Given any person S, S's belief that Pt* is justified only if S's belief
thatPt* is based upon adequatereasons.
For my purposesI will focus on [F5] ratherthan [F4], as I am more interested in the prospects for compatibility between RE and an evidentialist
requirementthan the weaker (thoughnot necessarily less interestingclaim)
thatRE is compatiblewith offeringreasonsfor higher-levelepistemicbeliefs.
As a firstmove I want to arguethat we should reinterprettheistic evidentialism and the claims of RE in the light of Alston's multi-level foundationalism and its commitmentto the higher-level evidentialist requirementas
formulatedin [F5]. As I have argued, [E] is incompatiblewith Reformed
theology since it rules out immediatelyjustified theistic beliefs. However,
now that we have introducedhigher-levelbeliefs, we can modify our previous conclusion. All that was established earlier was that, since - for the
Reformed theologian - theistic belief is immediately justified for some
people, basing such beliefs upon adequateevidence cannot be a necessary
condition for its justification. Consequently,the evidentialist requirement
was rejectedwith respect to lower-level beliefs. Recognizing this, there is a
primafacie plausibility in holding that higher-level beliefs about the epistemic status of putativetheistic beliefs always requireadequatereasons for
their justification. What we have found in the Reformed tradition is an
emphasisupon immediatelyjustified beliefs at the lower-level (e.g., God is
speaking to me,forgiving me, is present). From this follows only the rejection of lower-level evidentialism.This leaves open the possibility of advocating evidentialismon the higher level with respectto all epistemic beliefs.
So, since it is possible for the belief that Pt to be immediatelyjustified even
if the belief that Pt(i)*can only be mediately justified, [Rl] and [R2] are
compatiblewith [E ]. The crucial question, though, is whetherthe same is
trueof either [R3] or [R4]. And this questionwould seem to rest on whether
it is possible that the belief that Pt* be nonbasic in some noetic structureN
and the belief thatPt be basic in N.
Consider a sensory perceptualcase where John believes that he sees a
tree and this belief is based upon some experiencee, such as being appeared
to treely.John'sbelief thathe sees a tree is justified if and only if it is based
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upon an adequateground.Let us assume that e is an adequategroundhere.
John then takes a class on epistemology taught by Alvin Plantingaand he
reads William Alston's Epistemic Justification and unable to withstand
Alston's powerful argumentation,he straightawaybecomes a modest foundationalist of the Alstonian variety. Late in the term, while sitting at the
table in his kitchen attemptingto preparethe final term paperfor Professor
Plantinga'scourse, John looks out the window and, upon being appearedto
treely, the belief [I see a tree] is formed. John recalls some of what he has
learnedduringthe term.He knows he has good reasonsto believe that [I see
a tree] is immediatelyjustified for him at time t. He (justifiably)believes
thatthe experientialgroundof [I see a tree] is adequateand thatit is rational
to suppose that the sensory perceptualdoxastic practice is a reliable mode
of belief formation. On the basis of these (and like) considerationsJohn
believes that [< I see a tree > is immediatelyjustified for me at time t]. This
higher-level belief is nonbasic, but, even while meditatingon this higherlevel question, his eyes are fixed fast on the Old Oak tree just outside, and
he believes, on the basis of being appearedto treely [I see a tree] and this
belief is immediatelyjustifiedfor him.
What is essential to grasp in this example is the distinctionbetween the
supports-relationand the basis-relationin a noetic structure.A belief b will
be basic if and only if b is not believed on the evidentialbasis of some other
belief(s) c, and a belief b will be nonbasicjust if b is based upon some other
belief(s) c. However, a belief b may be basic in a noetic structureeven if
some other belief(s) c in that structureprovides evidence for b. This would
mean that S has propositionalevidence for b, but S does not believe the relevant proposition on the evidential basis of this propositional evidence.
Having some groundG, for a belief b is compatiblewith b's being based on
some other groundG2, and even with not believing b at all. The distinction
between a belief's being based upon an adequate ground and a person's
merely having an adequategroundfor her belief is an importantone. Having adequategroundsfor believing that p (and hence having a justification)
is independent of believing thatp. I may have a set of adequatereasonsfor
believing that I will not pass my Latin mid-term exam (e.g., I haven't
studiedall week, my last two exams were D's, and I was absentthe day the
instructorwent over the materialto be covered on the exam), yet I remain
unmovedin my belief thatI will pass it (perhapsas a case - all too common
- of wishful thinking).Here I have adequatereasons to believe not-p (I will
not pass the exam), but in fact I believe p. But this independencysuggests
that having adequatereasons for the belief that Pt is actually compatible
with believing Pt in a basic way. In other terms, the supports-relationin a
noetic structureis not the same as the basis-relation.The belief that Pt can
be basic in some noetic structureN, but nonetheless be supportedby other
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propositionalitems found in N. S may believe that Pt in a basic way, but S
may believe other things, such as 'the universe exhibits design', which
provideevidentialsupportfor Pt. If this is the case, though S doesn't believe
that Pt on the basis of reasons, S may have reasons, which - if adequatewould entail that S has a mediatejustificationfor believing Pt.
So even if the doxastic grounds upon which a higher-level belief B* is
based provide reasons which support the lower-level correlate b (which
surely seems to be the case), the existence of such evidence within S's noetic
structuredoes not entail that b is nonbasic. It is both logically and psychologically possible (in fact quite common) for epistemic beliefs to be held on
the basis of ratiocinationthough the lower-level correlateremains a basic
belief for S. Thus there is no logical or psychological difficultyin maintaining the properbasicalityof theistic belief and also holding thatbeliefs about
the epistemic status of theistic belief are, if justified, mediatelyjustified. It
is possible for S to believe that Pt on the grounds of religious experience
*
and yet for S, as a cognitively reflective person, to believe that Pt(i on the
groundsof adequatereasons, perhapsstimulatedby a readingof Plantinga,
Wolterstorff,or Alston.25Consequently,[E*] is compatible with both [R3]
and [R4], and thereforeis compatiblewith HardRE.
But how does the higher-level evidentialist requirementstand vis-a-vis
evidentialism?Intuitionsregardingwhat constitutesan adequateevidentialist requirementneed some straighteningout before considering how [E*]
measuresup to [E]. In the previous section I suggested that epistemic level
distinctionshad some importantconsequences for the evidentialistrequirement for belief. With the backgroundof level distinctions,the evidentialist
requirementcan no longer be looked at as merely rangingover some set of
beliefs that p, where every p is of the Othlevel. We now have to contend
with multiplelevels Oth,. . . , Nthon which this requirementcan (in principle)
be imposed, and from what has been arguedabove the justificationof every
epistemic belief is in fact subjectto such a requirement.More generally,for
every belief that p, there is an evidentialist requirementfor p's correlated
higher-level proposition P.*. Could it be, though, that such a requirement
actually satisfies intuitions which have motivated traditionalevidentialism
without,at the same time, being saddledwith the difficultiesencounteredin
the traditionalform?I think so.
I want to arguethat the impulse leading to traditionalevidentialismis the
connectionof epistemicjustification(or at least what we call epistemicjustification) with the notion of reflective rationality. Being justified is not
merely a matterof the believing subject being in a certain good cognitive
state vis-a-vis some proposition,but of the subjectbeing awarethathe actually is in that good cognitive state. And why is that important?If, as some
writers have recently suggested, our idea of justification has developed
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within the social context of answeringobjections to our beliefs, the ability
to ask and answer questions about the groundsof our beliefs and their adequacy will become quite important.And this easily leads to two possible
consequences: (1) a maximal requirementthat individualsthemselves have
good reasonsfor a belief, especially if that belief is the type of belief which
is subjectto doubt by large segments of society, and (2) a minimalrequirement that there is evidence somewhere in the community for a belief.
Anotherway of puttingthe matteris to say that traditionalevidentialismis
stronglymotivatedby the need to impose some kind of internalistconstraint.
Consider the case of merely reliable belief formation.Some person forms
the belief that the Dallas Cowboys will win the 1994 SuperBowl because it
was the result of some apparentlyirrationalconviction by which the person
is seized every year priorto the AmericanFootball season opener,but such
convictions always turnout to be correct.If the mere reliabilityof the mode
of belief formation were sufficient for justification, the belief in question
would be justified. And is this not absurd?Intuitivelythere is a strongdrive
to add, 'Well, if you can know that this mode of belief formationis reliable,
or in some way become aware of this fact, then (and only then) the belief is
justified'. What S lacks in the original scenario is anything by way of
grounds or reasons which would give S something to go on as a sign that
the belief in question is true. So we are naturallyled to hold that S's being
justified in some belief that p consists not merely in the belief's being produced in a reliable fashion, but also that we have reason to believe that it
was produced by a reliable process, or that the grounds are adequate,or
something along these lines. In other terms, knowledge is importantbecause having truebeliefs is important,andjustificationis importantbecause
it places us in a good position with respect to possessing true beliefs. But
this latterstate of affairsis only as good as the ability of the individualto be
'cognitively in tune' with the fact that he is in such a positive epistemic
state.26And the most naturalway of working this out is to impose an evidentialist requirementfor belief, possibly exempting those cases of belief
which are (allegedly) self-evident, incorrigible, or characterizedby some
kind of epistemic immunity.
Where traditionalevidentialismgoes wrong is in its failure to distinguish
between reflective(second-order)and unreflective(first-order)rationalityor
justification. The goal of critical reflection on our beliefs is an important
aim, but it should not be confused with the first-ordergoal of securingtrue
beliefs, or at least of being in a strongposition with respectto acquiringtrue
beliefs. The Enlightenmentview of man as typicallycriticallyreflectiveseems
generally not to be the case for many (if not most) epistemic subjects.Prereflectivechildren,idiots, and unreflectiveadultsare not capableof carrying
out a philosophicalanalysis of their beliefs, subjectingthem to the types of
questions the epistemologist will ask. And even where people are capable
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of doing so, they generallydo not. Are we to deny to them the state of justified beliefs (or even of possessing knowledge) simply because they are not
reflectively rationalin a wide range of beliefs? What must be concluded is
that at the lower-level people do acquiremany rationalbeliefs withoutthese
beliefs being based on reasons, let alone on the basis of reasons regarding
the adequacy of the grounds of the beliefs in question. Justified beliefs
in the adequacyof the grounds of one's beliefs enter into the picture in a
differentway. They are requirednot for being justified in the belief that p,
but for being justified in the belief that P.*.They are not requiredfor rational belief, but for reflectively rationalbelief. But the two cognitive desiderata must be distinguished.
[UR] S is unreflectivelyrational in the belief that p if and only if the belief
thatp is based on adequategrounds.
[RR] S is reflectivelyrational in the belief thatp only if S is justified in the
belief thatF*.
We may say, then, that being justified in the higher-level belief that Ptj*is
necessaryfor reflective rationalityin the belief that Pt. I say necessary,and
not sufficient,because I am taking rationalityto be truth-conducive.On this
way of looking at things being justified in believing that [one is justified in
believing that p] does not entail that one is justified in believing that p, for
to be justified in believing that p is for one's belief that p to be based on
adequate(i.e., truth-indicative)grounds, but S may justifiably believe that
the groundsof the belief thatp are adequatewhen in fact they are not. But if
S's belief that p is reflectively (truth-conducively)rational,then it is (truthconducively) rational.So being justified in the belief that Pt* is necessary
and, togetherwith unreflectiverationality(at the lower-level), sufficientfor
reflectively rationality.If S is justified in believing that [S is justified in
believing that p], but S is not actuallyjustified in believing that p, we can
say that S has an attenuatedreflectively rationalbelief that p. Here S has
adequatereasons for supposing that the grounds of the belief that Pt are
adequate,thoughin fact they are not adequate.
In the light of [RR] we can also revive the epistemic significanceof having reasons for belief, for if [RR] is true, then a person who is reflectively
rationalin believing that Pt* also has reasons for the lower-level belief that
Pt - specifically S will have reasons for supposing that the groundsof the
belief thatPt are adequate,reasonsfor supposingthatthe belief is truth-conducively justified. Now the two deficiencies of merely having reasons for a
belief (as opposed to a belief's being based on reasons) are well-advertised
in the literature:it is compatible with (i) not believing p and (ii) believing
on the basis of an inadequateground.27But if S's belief was in fact immediately justified (by being based upon an adequateground),then if S also had
reasons for Pt, then this would be epistemic icing on the cognitive cake. In
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such a case, S's having reasons for the belief that Pt is conjoined with S
believing that Pt and the belief that Pt being based upon an adequate
ground. Perhaps such a situation would be a (limiting) case of a belief's
being partly immediately and partly mediately justified (where reasons a
personhas for a belief can add to its epistemization).And this is quite compatible with [R3] and [R4], for what they tell against is a noetic structurein
which reasons constitute the sole source of justificationfor theistic belief.
But there is always room for a noetic structurein which the belief that Pt is
based on adequate (nonpropositional)grounds and yet S also has good
reasonsfor the belief thatPt. Such a noetic structurecould well be epistemically superiorto an [R4] noetic structure.
Althoughtraditionalevidentialismhas sought to satisfy the goal of reflective rationalityby the generaldemandfor adequatereasonsfor belief, I have
arguedthat this demandis appropriatelyimposed for higher-levelbeliefs to
the effect that one is justified or rationalin some putative belief that p. In
this section I have tried to show that the higher-level evidentialistrequirement is an adequateform of evidentialism,and I believe I have shown that
to follow from the satisfaction of intuitions of reflective rationality and
internalismthat have played a significantrole in the development of both
the concept of epistemicjustificationand the position of traditionalevidentialism. So I conclude that [E*]entails an adequateform of evidentialism.
4. Conclusion
In this paper I have emphasized the relevance of the distinction between
belief in God and belief in the rationalityof belief in God for the prospects
for the compatibilityof RE and evidentialism.I have arguedthat Alstonian
foundationalism,in which this distinctionis highlighted,entails an evidentialist requirementfor the latter,higher-level belief.28Moreover,since Soft
and HardRE are both compatiblewith Alstonianfoundationalism,it follows
that higher-level theistic evidentialism is a form of evidentialism that is
compatible with Reformedepistemology.29That it is an epistemically adequate form of evidentialismI take to follow from its satisfyingthe cognitive
goal of reflective rationalityso much a part of the evidentialisttradition.I
judge, then, that the prospectsfor the compatibilityof RE and evidentialism
are good indeed and worthyof furtherinvestigation.
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Notes
1. Two brief qualifications.First, 'rationality'in [R] should be understoodas primafacie
rationality.It can be overriddenby sufficient reasons to the contrary.Secondly, it is not
wholly accurateto take Pt in [R] as equivalentto God exists or there is such a person as
God. As Plantingahas pointedout, the kind of beliefs thatare takenas properlybasic are
actuallybeliefs like God is speaking to me now, God has created this, God has forgiven
me, God is to be praised, and so on. Although Reformedepistemologists loosely speak
of taking belief in God as basic, to be more accuratePt should be taken to refer,not to
the general proposition God exists, but to the types of beliefs given above - each of
which self-evidentlyentails thatGod exists.
2. See Alvin Plantinga,'Reason and belief in God' and Nicholas Wolterstorff,'Can belief
in God be rationalif it has no foundations?',in Faith and Rationality:Reason and Belief in
God, ed. PlantingaandWolterstorff(NotreDame: Universityof NotreDame Press, 1983).
3. See WilliamAlston, PerceivingGod (Ithaca:CornellUniversityPress, 1991), pp. 68-77;
and Alvin Plantinga,Warrantand ProperFunction (New York:OxfordUniversityPress,
1993), pp. 17-20.
4. For a good analysis of this issue, see Julie Gowen, 'Foundationalismand the justification
of religiousbelief, Religious Studies 19 (1983): 393-406.
5. AnthonyKenny,Whatis Faith? Essays in the Philosophyof Religion (New York:Oxford
UniversityPress, 1992), p. 26.
6. Ibid.,p. 69.
7. Plantinga,'Reason and belief in God', pp. 71-72.
8. KennethKonyndykconcurswith Plantingaand Wykstrain his 'Faithand evidentialism',
in Rationality,Religious Belief, and Moral Commitment:New Essays in the Philosophy
of Religion, ed. RobertAudi and William Wainwright(Ithaca:Cornell University Press,
1986), pp. 106-107. In 'Evidentialistagnosticism',ReligiousStudies27 (1991): 319-332,
KonyndykcritiquesAnthonyKenny's concept of evidentialistproperbasicality.
9. StephenWykstra,'Towarda sensible evidentialism:On the notion of needing evidence',
in Philosophyof Religion,ed. WilliamRowe andWilliamWainwright(New York:Hartcourt
BraceJovanovich, 1989), pp. 433-434.
10. 'Reason and Belief in God' p. 72.
11. Ibid.
12. See Dewey J. Hoitenga Jr.,Faith and Reasonfrom Plato to Plantinga: An introduction
to ReformedEpistemology (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1991),
p. 220.
13. 'Reason and belief in God', p. 72.
14. 'On reformedepistemology', TheReformedJournal, no. 3 (1982):
15. Plantinga has nowhere stated this in print in so many words. In correspondence(19
November 1993), however, he has informedme that [R4] is an adequateformulationof
what he takes to be one of the claims of RE, and it is a statementwith which he himself
is in agreement.The sensus divinitatisand the testimony of the Holy Spirit are superior
to inference as sources of belief in God because they produce beliefs with a greater
degree of warrant.The formulationis subject to one importantqualification,though, as
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Plantingaadmits that it is possible that theistic belief based on argumentcould have a
good deal of warrantand basic theistic belief could be weak, intermittent,and wavering
(for various reasons).Hence, we must say that in general, a noetic structurein which
belief in God is basic is 'epistemically superior' to one in which it is accepted on the
basis of argument.
16. See Alston,'An internalistexternalism',in EpistemicJustification(Ithaca:CornellUniversity
Press, 1989).
17. The accountof foundationalismin [Fl] and [F2], and the interveningparagraph,is taken
from Alston, 'Two types of foundationalism'in Alston,EpistemicJustification,pp. 19-20.
18. For a detailed analysis of the foundationalistargumenthere, see Alston, 'Two types of
foundationalism'in Alston, EpistemicJustification.
19. Ibid., p. 36.
20. See Alston, 'Two types of foundationalism','Has foundationalismbeen refuted?',and
'What'swrong with immediateknowledge?' in EpistemicJustification.
21. One must guardagainstan easy misunderstandingat this juncture.The accountdoes not
suggest that to be justified in the belief that P* S must justifiablybelieve that there is a
valid epistemic principle relating to the higher-level belief and that the higher-level
belief satisfies the requirementsstipulatedby thatprinciple.Whatone must believe to be
justified in the higher-level belief is that there is a valid epistemic principlefor the
lower-level belief that p and thatp satisfies the conditions laid down by that principleof
justificationfor the lower-level belief. Of course, the higher-level belief itself will only
be justified if thereexists a still higher-levelepistemic principle,thoughthe subjectneed
not justifiably believe or know anything about this higher-level epistemic principle.At
each stage of justification,theremust be a valid principleof epistemicjustificationcorresponding to the targetbelief, but at the higher-level there will not only be a valid epistemic principlefor P* but the subjectwill justifiablybelieve that there exists one for the
lower-level belief thatp.
22. The readerfamiliar with Alston's essay 'Two types of foundationalism'will note that I
have not mentionedthe supervenienceof epistemicjustificationon justification-conferring
propertiesas militatingagainstthe possibility of the immediatejustificationof epistemic
beliefs. AlthoughAlston does presentsuch an argumentin the aforementionedessay, he
has told me in correspondencethat he was at fault in suggesting such an argument.
Hence, I omit it and favour the alternativeapproacheshe takes in 'Some remark'son
Chisholm's epistemology' (Nous 14, 1980), 'Higher level requirementsfor epistemic
justification', in The Opened Curtain,ed. Keith Lehrerand Ernest Sosa (Boulder,CO:
WestviewPress, 1991), and 'Level confusionsin epistemology',in Epistemicjustification.
23. RichardSwinburnecontends that the higher-level evidentialistrequirementis implausible. He has suggested to me in discussion that it is possible to argue for the immediate
justification of epistemic beliefs on the basis of the principle of credulity.Swinburne
takes it as a principle of rationalitythat '(in the absence of special considerations)if it
seems (epistemically)to a subjectthat x is present,then probablyx is present;and what
one seems to perceive is probably so' (Faith and Reason (Oxford: ClarendonPress,
1976) p. 254). Perhaps,then, it strikes a person S, not just that God is present,but that
her belief thatthis is so is justified. It simply seems to S thather belief thatPt is justified.
The plausibilityof this line of argumentrest on the sense given to 'seems', and it is here
that we might discover the flaw in the argument.First, on an epistemic interpretation,
there are two possibilities. (1) Suppose 'it seems epistemicallyto someone thathis belief
in God is justified' (call this proposition'S') means thatsomeone is justifiedin supposing
that his belief in God is justified. Then the question remainsas to what kind of justified-
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24.
25.

26.

27.

28.

tion this is. The plausibilityof the accountwill be reducedif we are thinkingin terms of
a truth-conduciveconcept of justification.(2) Perhaps'S' is to be understoodas 'one is
stronglyinclined to believe that one's belief in God is justified', But, then, the principle
gives carte blanche (at least primafacie) to all propositionswe are strongly inclined to
believe - whateverthe source of that motivation.Does this not concede too much? On
the other hand, we could follow Alston's interpretationof the principle of credulity
accordingto which 'seems' is 'presentational'not 'epistemic'. If I seem to be experientially presentedwith X's being F, then I am primafacie justified in believing that X is F.
But, as suggested in the text, there is some difficulty in seeing how one could be experientially presented with beliefs being justified. Hence, it seems doubtful whether the
Swinburnetype argumenteffectively shows that a person can be immediatelyjustified
(in a truth-conducivesense) in an epistemic belief on the basis of the principle of
credulity.
'Two types of foundationalism',in EpistemicJustification,p. 37.
I hasten to note that it is also possible for S's belief that Pt to be partially immediately
justified andpartially mediatelyjustified, and it could be thathigher-levelconsiderations
contributeto the overalljustificationof a belief to a degree which is greater on the conjunctionof multiplesources thaton any one source by itself. Anotherway of puttingthis
is that higher-levelconsiderationscould increase the epistemic probabilityof the belief
thatPt. Such a situation,I think, warrantsdistinguishingbetween basic beliefs, nonbasic
beliefs, and partially basic beliefs. I will take up the ramificationsand details of this
thirdcategoryfor the claims of RE in a futurework.
An often raised criticism of reliabilisttheories of justification(and knowledge). Notice,
though,thatthis objectiononly applies to being justified in higher-levelbeliefs aboutthe
adequacyof grounds,efficacy of the justifying conditions, or even the justified status of
the originalbelief that p. This, though, only entails that reliabilismcomes up short with
respect to higher-level beliefs, where a mere reliable mode of belief-formationis not
sufficientfor the justificationof the higher-levelbelief.
S might have adequate evidence for the existence of God, and not believe that God
exists. We would not say that S has a justified theistic belief, though we might say that S
has a justificationfor the belief that Pt, and if S were to believe that Pt, S's belief that Pt
would be justified.But even if S has adequateevidencefor Pt andbelieves thatPt, suppose
that S believes Pt on the basis of inadequategrounds. Maybe S believes in God on the
groundsof a warm feeling duringa Pavarotticoncert, and in fact the warm feeling was
caused by indigestion broughton by a chili dog S consumed shortly before the performance. It does seem queerto say thatS's belief thatPt is (truth-conducively)
justified.Here
is a case where a belief is generatedin a way that is intellectuallydisreputable,and this
is not epistemicallydesirable,if we bear in mind the epistemic point of view. This is not
to suggest that having an adequategroundfor some belief that p is not a desirableepistemic status (whetheror not one actually believes that p). In most cases, it is better to
believe somethingfor which one has an adequategroundthan to believe something for
which one does not have an adequateground.But it is also truethat,given the principles
embodied in the two cases above, it is a betterthing (from the epistemic point of view)
to believe somethingon the basis of an adequategroundthanmerelyto have an adequate
groundfor the belief in question.And it is for these reasons that evidentialistsshould be
understoodas requiringthattheistic belief be based upon adequatereasons.
I believe that the higher-levelevidentialistrequirementcould also be constructedwithin
the frameworkof Plantinga'swarrant-thesis.Although his theory is externalist,it does
distinguish between first-orderand second-orderwarrant.Some beliefs are based on
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propositionalgrounds, while others are believed because of nonpropositionalcircumstances (what Plantinga calls impulsional evidence). But perhaps we are designed in
such a way thathigher-orderbeliefs only have warrantfor us when they are based on the
appropriate(deductive or inductive) propositionalevidence, or maybe this is the case
with theistic belief in particular.It certainlyis the case that in most instanceswe believe
that particularbeliefs are rationalor justifiedjust because we have consideredthe relevant evidence, that it was formed in a reliable fashion, or that some premises make it
probable.A detailedconsiderationof this I leave for anothertime.
29. For an applicationof this conclusion to Reformedapologetics (specificallyto the debate
between presuppositionalists
andReformedevidentialists),see my 'Bi-LevelEvidentialism
and ReformedApologetics' forthcomingin Faith and Philosophy.
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